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Abstract—Multihoming is increasingly being employed by
large enterprises and data centers to extract good performance
and reliability from their ISP connections. Multihomed end
networks today can employ a variety of route control products
to optimize their Internet access performance and reliability.
However, little is known about the tangible beneﬁts that such
products can offer, the mechanisms they employ and their
trade-offs. This paper makes two important contributions. First,
we present a study of the potential improvements in Internet
round-trip times (RTTs) and transfer speeds from employing
multihoming route control. Our analysis shows that multihoming
to 3 or more ISPs and cleverly scheduling trafﬁc across the
ISPs can improve Internet RTTs and throughputs by up to
25% and 20%, respectively. However, a careful selection of ISPs
is important to realize the performance improvements. Second,
focusing on large enterprises, we propose and evaluate a wide-
range of route control mechanisms and evaluate their design
trade-offs. We implement the proposed schemes on a Linux-
based Web proxy and perform a trace-based evaluation of their
performance. We show that both passive and active measurement-
based techniques are equally effective and could improve the Web
response times of enterprise networks by up to 25% on average,
compared to using a single ISP. We also outline several “best
common practices” for the design of route control products.
Index Terms—Multihoming, performance, reliability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multihoming to multiple Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
has traditionally been employed by end-networks to ensure
reliability of Internet access. However, over the past few years,
multihoming has been increasingly leveraged for improving
wide-area network performance, lowering bandwidth costs,
and optimizing the way in which upstream links are used [1].
A number of products provide these route control capabilities
to large enterprise customers which have their own public
AS number and advertise their IP address preﬁxes to to
upstream ISPs using BGP [2]–[4]. Recognizing that not all
enterprises are large enough to warrant BGP peering with ISPs,
another class of products extends these advantages to smaller
multihomed organizations which do not use BGP [5]–[7]. All
of these products use a variety of mechanisms and policies
for route control but aside from marketing statements, little is
known about their quantitative beneﬁts.
In this paper, we present an in-depth study of the per-
formance beneﬁts of multihoming route control products.
Speciﬁcally, we seek to address the following two questions:
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1) What tangible improvements in Internet performance
(e.g., RTTs, throughput) can multihomed end networks
expect from route control products?
2) What practical mechanisms must route control products
employ to extract the beneﬁts in real deployments?
Note that multihoming route control does not require any
modiﬁcation to Internet routing protocols, and relies solely on
end-network decisions. Therefore, if our research shows that
route control can offer tangible performance improvements in
practice, this will imply that good performance can still be
extracted from the network by making clever use of available
Internet routes. On the other hand, if the improvement is
insigniﬁcant, this may indicate that there is something funda-
mentally wrong with routing in the Internet and, to support
good performance in the future Internet, we may need to
replace the Internet routing protocol suite altogether.
To answer the ﬁrst question, we analyze active probe data
collected over the servers in the Akamai content distribution
network (CDN) infrastructure. We then compute the potential
performance improvements from choosing ISPs from several
available options. In general, we use the term k-multihoming
to refer to the setting in which the subscriber network employs
k ISPs and controls how trafﬁc is sent or received along the
ISP links (at the granularity of individual connections). To
compute the potential beneﬁts of k-multihoming, we assume
that the multihomed end-network has perfect information of
the performance of the k ISPs at all time instances, and can
change the way trafﬁc is routed arbitrarily often.
Our analysis of k-multihoming shows that RTT performance
can potentially improve by up to 25% when an end-network
connects to 2 well-chosen ISPs. Similarly, we observe 20%
higher transfers speeds from multihoming to 2 or 3 ISPs. By
studying the composition of the best set of ISPs to multihome
to, we make observations on how an end network must select
its ISP to obtain the maximum possible performance beneﬁts.
The second question asks if, and how, the above potential
beneﬁts can be realized in practical multihoming scenarios. To
this end, we explore several design alternatives for extracting
performance beneﬁts from multihoming in practice. Our focus
is on enterprise networks with multiple ISP connections. We
primarily consider mechanisms used for inbound route control,
since enterprises are mainly interested in optimizing network
performance for their own clients who download content from
the Internet (i.e., sink data). However, our mechanisms can
also be extended to multihomed content provider networks
which source more data than they sink.
We evaluate a variety of active and passive measurement2 IEEE/ACM TRANSACTIONS ON NETWORKING, APRIL 2008
City ISPs/tier
1 2 3 4 5
Atlanta, GA 2 0 1 1 0
Bay Area, CA 5 0 3 1 2
Boston, MA 1 0 1 0 1
Chicago, IL 6 1 0 1 0
Columbus, OH 0 1 0 1 0
Dallas, TX 3 0 0 1 0
Denver, CO 1 0 0 0 0
Des Moines, IO 0 1 0 0 0
Houston, TX 1 1 0 0 0
Los Angeles, CA 3 0 3 0 0
Miami, FL 1 0 0 0 0
Minneapolis, MN 0 0 1 0 0
New York, NY 3 2 2 1 0
Seattle, WA 2 0 2 1 1
St Louis, MO 1 0 0 0 0
Tampa, FL 0 1 0 0 0
Washington DC 3 0 3 0 2
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(a) Testbed ISPs (b) Node locations
Fig. 1. The cities and distribution of ISP tiers for nodes in our measurement testbed are listed in (a). The geographic location is shown in (b). The area of
each dot is proportional to the number of nodes in the region.
strategies for multihomed enterprises to estimate the instanta-
neous performance of their ISP links. We employ NAT-based
techniques to control the inbound ISP link used by enterprise
connections. We address a number of practical issues such as
the usefulness of past history to guide the choice of the best
ISP link, the impact of sampling frequency on measurement
accuracy, and the overhead of managing performance infor-
mation for a large number of destinations. We evaluate these
policies using several client workloads, and an emulated wide-
area network testbed where delay characteristics are based on
a large set of real network delay measurements.
Our evaluation shows that active and passive measurement-
based techniques are equally effective in extracting the per-
formance beneﬁts of using multiple ISPs, both offering about
15-25% improvement compared to using a single ISP. We
show that the most current sample of the performance to a
destination via a given ISP is a reasonably good estimator of
the near-term performance to the destination. We show that the
overhead of collecting and managing performance information
for various destinations is negligible.
This paper is structured as follows. We discuss the RTT and
throughput improvement from route control in Section II. In
Section III, we describe our enterprise multihoming solution
and the various strategies for estimating ISP performance
and for route control. Section IV describes our route control
implementation in further detail. In Section V, we discuss the
experimental set-up and results from our evaluation of the
solution. Section VI discusses some limitations inherent to our
approach. Related work is presented in Section VII. Finally,
Section VIII summarizes the contributions of this paper.
II. MULTIHOMING IMPROVEMENTS
We ﬁrst study the potential performance improvements
from multihoming route control via RTT and throughput
measurements taken over a large testbed consisting of nodes
belonging to the server infrastructure of the Akamai CDN.
The key technique we use in our measurements and analyses
is to emulate a k-multihoming scenario by selecting a few
nodes in a metropolitan area, each singly-homed to a different
ISP, and use them collectively as a stand-in for a multihomed
network. This is similar to the approach adopted in [8]. Our
testbed consists of 68 Akamai CDN server nodes spanning
17 U.S. cities, averaging about four nodes per city. The
nodes are connected to commercial ISPs of various sizes. To
enable emulation of multihoming, we choose the nodes in
each metro area so that no two servers in a city are attached
to the same ISP. The cities we measure at, and the tiers
of the corresponding ISPs (derived from [9]) are shown in
Figure 1(a). The geographic distribution of the testbed nodes is
illustrated in Figure 1(b). We emulate multihomed networks in
9 of the 17 metropolitan areas where there are at least 3 ISPs—
Atlanta, Bay Area, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, New
York, Seattle and Washington D.C.
We note that, by the choice of our measurement nodes
(namely well-provisioned Akamai servers), our measurements
will reﬂect the performance beneﬁts for large enterprises or
campus networks with good connectivity to the Internet. We
stress that the measurement results we report may not automat-
ically apply to other settings, such as multi-homed home users,
at least not quantitatively. We do note that our results will hold
for home users with very high-speed broadband connections.
This is common in East Asian countries; market studies predict
that broadband speeds in the US will raise to several tens of
Mbps by 2010.
Next, we describe our data collection methodology. Then,
we present the key measurement observations in the follow-
ing order. First, we present the improvements in RTT and
throughput performance from using k-multihoming. Second,
we explore whether the improvements due to multiple are
skewed by certain destinations, time of the day or day of the
week. Finally, we explore the impact of a suboptimal choice
of ISPs on observed subscriber performance.
A. Data Collection
We draw our observations from two datasets collected on the
testbed described above. The ﬁrst data set consists of active
HTTP downloads of small objects (10 KB) to measure the
turnaround times between the pairs of nodes. The turn-around
time for such HTTP requests is the time between the transfer
of the last byte of the request from the Akamai node and theAKELLA et al.: ON THE PERFORMANCE BENEFITS OF MULTIHOMING ROUTE CONTROL 3
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Fig. 2. The RTT improvements from k-multihoming are shown in (a) and the throughput improvements in (b).
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Fig. 3. These ﬁgures show the improvements, per-destination, from 3-multihoming relative to 1-multihoming.
receipt of the ﬁrst byte of the response from the origin server.
Hence, the turnaround time offers a reasonable estimate of
network delay. Since Akamai servers are well-provisioned, we
expect that the observed turnaround time is constituted mainly
by network delay, with almost no delay due to the Web server
itself. Every 6 minutes, we collect turnaround time samples
between all pairs of nodes in our testbed.
The second data set contains throughput measurements from
active downloads of 1 MB objects between the same set of
node-pairs. These downloads occur every 30 minutes between
all node-pairs. Throughput is the size of the transfer (1 MB)
divided by the time between the receipt of the ﬁrst and last
bytes of the response data from the server (source). This may
not reﬂect the steady-state TCP throughput along the path.
Since our testbed nodes are part of a production infrastruc-
ture, we limit the frequencies of all-pairs measurements. To
ensure that all active probes between pairs of nodes observe
similar network conditions, we scheduled them to occur within
30s of each other for the RTT data set, and within a 2 mins
of each other for the throughput data set. For the latter, we
also ensure that an individual node is involved in at most one
transfer at any time so that our probes do not contend for
bandwidth at the source or destination network. The transfers
may interfere elsewhere in the Internet. Also, since our testbed
nodes are all located in the U.S., the routes we probe are
U.S.-centric. The RTT data was collected from Thursday, Dec
4, 2003 through Wednesday, Dec 10, 2003. The throughput
measurements were collected between Thursday, May 6, 2004
and Tuesday, May 11, 2004 (both days inclusive).
B. k-Multihoming Improvements
To understand performance beneﬁts of k-multihoming, we
adopt the following simple methodology: For each download,
we compare the client-perceived turnaround time achieved
by using the best ISP among all those available in the city,
with that from using the best ISP in a candidate multihoming
option. We average this ratio over transfers to all clients,
and report the minimum normalized performance metric (the
minimum is taken over all candidate options). We compare
only those transactions for which there was a successful
transfer over all ISPs at roughly the same time.
Let Mbest(Ai,t) denote the best turnaround time for a
transfer to Ai (i = 1,...,68) at time t, across all ISPs in
a city. For a k-multihoming option OPk, let MOPk(Ai,t) be
the best turnaround time across ISPs in the set OPk. Then,
the RTT performance beneﬁts from the option OPk is:
RTTOPk =
P
i,t(MOPk(Ai,t)/Mbest(Ai,t))
Numvalid(t)
The sum is over all t when transfers occur from all ISPs in
the city to Ai. Numvalid(t) is the number of such instances.
We compute throughput beneﬁts in a similar fashion:
ThruOPk =
P
i,t(Mbest(Ai,t)/MOPk(Ai,t))
Numvalid(t)
The difference in the deﬁnition of the RTT and throughput
metrics arises from the fact that we are interested in how
multihoming can lower RTTs and increase transfers speeds.
In Figure 2, we plot the above RTT and throughput metrics
due to k-multihoming as a function of the number of ISPs.
Two key facts are apparent from Figure 2(a). Firstly, the
average RTT improves dramatically when the subscriber uses
the best set of 2 or more ISPs, relative to using the single
best ISP. The metric is lowered by 0.4, reﬂecting an average
25% improvement in RTTs. Intuitively, this occurs because a
second, well-chosen ISP could potentially double the diversity
in paths to various destinations. This improved choice in
paths could in turn help ISPs avoid serious performance
problems along any single ISP’s paths. Secondly, there is
strong evidence of diminishing returns. Beyond 3 or 4 ISPs
the marginal beneﬁts from additional ISPs is small. Again, this4 IEEE/ACM TRANSACTIONS ON NETWORKING, APRIL 2008
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Fig. 4. Mean, median, 10th percentile and 90th percentile RTT improvements.
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Fig. 5. The effect of the time-of-day and day-of-week on RTTs. All times are in EDT.
occurs because a fourth or a ﬁfth ISP can provide very little
additional diversity above what a well chosen set of 3 or 4
ISPs already provides. In terms of throughput, multihoming
improves performance by as much as 20% relative to a single
ISP (see Figure 2(b)).
C. Unrolling the Averages
Next, we present the underlying distributions in the per-
formance improvements to understand if the averages are
particularly skewed by: (1) certain destinations, or (2) a few
measurement samples on which multihoming offers signiﬁ-
cantly better performance than a single ISP or (3) by time-of-
day or day-of-week effects.
Performance per destination. In Figure 3(a), for each city,
we show the distribution of the average difference between
the best 3-multihoming path and the path via the single
best ISP (i.e., a single point represents one destination). To
illustrate, for a subscriber in Seattle, 3-multihoming improves
the average RTT per destination by more than 10ms for about
60% of the destinations, and more than 15ms for about 30%
of the destinations. In Los Angeles, however, the improvement
due to multihoming is less dramatic. For about 60% of the
destinations, the improvement in the average RTT is under
5ms. The key point to notice is that, for the 9 cities we
consider, there exist a few destinations to which multihoming
can offer signiﬁcantly improved RTT performance.
In Figure 3(b), we consider the distribution of the average
throughput difference of the best 3-multihoming path and the
best single ISP. We see the throughput difference is more than
3 Mbps for 15–40% of the destinations. We also note that,
for 1–10% of the destinations, the difference is in excess of 8
Mbps. As with RTT, these observations imply that the transfer
speeds to certain destinations could be substantially higher
when the subscriber is multihomed.
Other statistics. Figures 4(a) and (b) plot the average, median,
and the 10th and 90th percentiles of the difference in RTT
and throughput between 3-multihoming and 1-multihoming.
In Figure 4(a) we see that the median difference is fairly
small. More than 90% of the median RTT differences are
less than 10ms. However, the 90th percentile of the difference
is much higher with roughly 25% greater than 20ms. The
90th percentile throughput differences in Figure 4(b) are also
signiﬁcant—more than 8 Mbps about 25% of the time. We see
that a signiﬁcant fraction of the median throughput differences
(about 20%) are greater than 3 Mbps. These observations
suggest that while multihoming improves the overall perfor-
mance of all transfers by modest amounts, the performance
of a small yet signiﬁcant fraction could improve substantially
when trafﬁc is scheduled carefully across ISP links.
Time-of-day and day-of-week effects. It might be expected
that 1-multihoming would perform particularly worse than 3-
multihoming during peak periods. In Figure 5(a), we examine
time-of-day effects on the average difference in round-trip
times. Notice that the RTT performance improvement does
show a correlation with the time of the day. While the improve-
ment due to careful route selection is minimal in the evenings
and weekends, the differences are more pronounced during the
remaining time periods. We also examine weekly patterns to
determine whether the differences are greater during particular
days of the week (Figure 5(b)). The correlation between the
performance improvements and the days of the week is not as
signiﬁcant. As expected, we observe the improvements to be
inferior during weekends. However, the improvements for the
other days of the week are not substantially different.
D. Impact of the Choice of ISPs
Figure 6 illustrates the impact of choosing a sub-optimal set
of ISPs for k-multihoming. We assume that, given a choice
of ISPs, a subscriber always uses the best ISP among theAKELLA et al.: ON THE PERFORMANCE BENEFITS OF MULTIHOMING ROUTE CONTROL 5
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Fig. 6. The effect of random and worst-case ISP choices on RTT performance.
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Fig. 7. RTT performance from various ISP selection policies for San Francisco and Los Angeles.
available set for its transfers. Comparing Figures 6(a) and 2(a),
for k ≤ 4, we see that the average RTT performance metric
due a random choice of k ISPs is more than 50% higher
(e.g., k = 2 for Chicago). The difference between optimal and
random choices of ISPs is substantial even for higher values
of k. In Figure 6(b) we show the performance metric of the
worst k-multihoming option. A poor choice of upstream ISPs
could result in performance that is at least twice as bad as the
optimal choice (compare, for example, k = 2 for Chicago, in
Figures 6(b) and 2(a)). Therefore, while multihoming offers
potential for signiﬁcant performance beneﬁts, it is crucial to
carefully choose the right set of upstream ISPs.
Finally, we explore the relative RTT performance from
various strategies for selecting ISPs. In particular, Figure 7(a)
compares the RTT performance of optimal, random and worst-
case choice of multihoming ISPs for a subscriber in San
Francisco. In addition, we show the RTT performance metric
for the case when the subscriber multihomes to the top k
individual ISPs (in terms of their average RTT performance).
Not only does selecting the top k individual ISPs out-perform
a random choice, it also provides similar RTT performance as
the optimal choice. Nevertheless, a more informed selection
of ISPs (than simply choosing the top k) could yield up to
5-10% better RTT performance on average (see, for example,
k = 3,4 in Figure 7(a)). We show a similar set of results for
Los Angeles in Figure 7(b). In this case, choosing the top k
ISPs yields identical RTT performance as the optimal choice.
III. PRACTICAL ROUTE CONTROL
So far, we studied the potential improvements from mul-
tihoming by analyzing an ideal form of multihoming that
was driven by certain key assumptions: First, the end-network
had perfect information of the performance of ISP links for
each destination. Second, the end-network did no incur any
overhead in moving trafﬁc across ISPs over time. Third, the
end network was able to control the ISP link taken by trafﬁc
entering the network. To realize these potential performance
beneﬁts in practice, we must address the following issues:
(1.a) How should end-networks monitor the performance of
ISP links? Is active probing better than passive observation?
(1.b) A related question is which destinations to monitor.
Should the end network probe all possible destinations via
each ISP link? Does this give rise to scalability issues?
(2) How should the end network estimate the future perfor-
mance of an ISP to a destination? This is key to determining
which ISP the end-network must use for the destination.
Should it simply rely on the most recent performance estimate
as being indicative of the ISP’s future performance to the
destination? Or, does the end-network stand to gain more from
tracking the historical performance of the ISP?
(3) Finally, how should the end-network direct trafﬁc to use
the chosen ISP links for a destination? The are two issues
here: outbound control – scheduling outgoing trafﬁc on the
right output interface – and inbound control – ensuring that
incoming trafﬁc arrive on the right input interface.
Figure 8 illustrates the three sets of issues outlined above.
We stress that answering these issues is key to determining
the usefulness of route control in practical settings. In the
rest of this section, we discuss the functional design of these
steps. We discuss the implementation details and analyze
design trade-offs for each step in Section IV. We evaluate the
design trade-offs using emulation experiments, and lay out best
common route control design practices in Section V.
A. Monitoring ISP Links
The ﬁrst issue is selecting the right ISP link to direct each
transfer. This choice depends on the time-varying performance
of each ISP link to each destination being accessed. However,
network performance could ﬂuctuate, very substantially on
some occasions [10]. A multihomed enterprise, therefore,6 IEEE/ACM TRANSACTIONS ON NETWORKING, APRIL 2008
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(e.g., ISP 3)
Fig. 8. Three main operations of a route control system.
needs effective mechanisms to monitor the performance for
most, if not all, destinations over each of its ISP links. There
are two further issues in monitoring performance over ISP
links: what to monitor and how. In the enterprise case, one
would ideally like to monitor the performance from every
possible content provider over each ISP link. However, this
may be infeasible in the case of a large enterprise which
accesses content from many different sources. A simpler, more
scalable solution to this problem is to monitor only the most
important or popular destinations. But, how can we track the
most popular destinations in a scalable and efﬁcient manner,
while also accommodating temporary shifts in popularity (e.g.
due to events such as ﬂash crowds)? In Section IV, we outline
several approaches to track the popularity of destinations in a
timely and scalable manner.
For the second question, two common approaches are active
and passive monitoring. In active monitoring, the multihomed
enterprise performs out-of-band measurements to or from spe-
ciﬁc destinations. These measurements could be simple pings
(ICMP ECHO_REQUEST) or TCP SYN packets. The measure-
ments are to be taken over each ISP at regular intervals. Passive
measurement mechanisms rely on observing the performance
of ongoing transfers (i.e., in-band) to destinations, and using
these observations as samples for estimating performance over
the given ISP. To ensure that there are enough samples over
all ISPs, it may be necessary to explicitly direct transfers over
particular links. In Section IV, we outline simple techniques
to achieve ﬁne-grained control over active or passive probes.
Another important factor in monitoring performance is the
time interval of monitoring. A long interval between samples
implies using stale information to estimate ISP performance.
This might result in a suboptimal choice of the ISP link for
a particular destination. While using smaller time intervals
could address this issue, it could have a negative impact as
well. In active monitoring, frequent measurements inﬂate the
out-of-band measurement trafﬁc causing additional bandwidth
and processing overhead; some destinations might interpret
this trafﬁc as a security threat. In passive monitoring, frequent
sampling may cause too many connections to be directed over
sub-optimal ISPs in an attempt to obtain performance samples.
As such, a careful choice of the interval size is crucial. We
evalute this choice in Section V.
B. Choosing the Best ISP
The next component is selecting the best ISP. This choice
must be made on a per-destination basis at ﬁne time-scales.
An important issue is whether historical data about ISP perfor-
mance to a given destination should be employed. In general,
the performance of an ISP to a destination can be tracked
using a smoothed, time-weighted estimate of the performance,
e.g., an Exponentially-Weighted Moving Average (EWMA). If
performance of using an ISP P to reach destination D at time
ti is sti (as obtained from active or passive measurement) and
the previous performance sample was from time ti−1, then the
EWMA metric at time ti is:
EWMAti(P,D) = (1 − e−(ti−ti−1)/α)sti
+ e
−(ti−ti−1)/αEWMAti−1(P,D)
where α > 0 is a constant. A smaller value of α attaches
less weight to historical samples. α = 0 implies no reliance
on history. At any time, the ISP with the best performance as
calculated above could be chosen for a given transfer. When no
history is employed (α = 0), only the most recent performance
sample is used to evaluate the ISPs and select the best.
C. Directing Trafﬁc Over Selected ISPs
The next step is to direct the trafﬁc from the destination over
the chosen link. Controlling the outbound direction of trafﬁc
is easy and well-studied. Our focus, rather, is on the inbound
route control mechanism. Inbound control refers to selecting
the right ISP or incoming interface on which to receive data.
For an enterprise network, the primary mechanisms available
are route advertisements and use of different addresses for
different connections.
If an enterprise has its own IP address block, it can advertise
different address ranges to its upstream ISPs. Consider a site
multihomed to two ISPs which owns a /19 address block. The
site announces part of its address block on each ISP link (e.g.,
a /20 sub-block on each link). Then, depending on which
of the two ISP links is considered superior for trafﬁc from
a particular destination, the site would use a source address
from the appropriate /20 address block. This ensures that
all incoming packets for the connection would traverse the
appropriate ISP link. In cases where the enterprise is simply
assigned an address block by its upstream ISP, it may be
necessary to also send outbound packets via the desired ISP to
ensure that the ISP forwards the packets. Notice that different
techniques must be employed for handling connections that are
initiated from the enterprise, and for those that are accepted
into the site from external clients. These are discussed next.
Initiated Connections: Handling connections initiated from
an enterprise site requires ensuring that the remote content
provider transmits data such that the enterprise ultimately
receives it over the chosen ISP. Inbound control can be
achieved by the edge router translating the source addresses on
the connections initiated from its network to those belonging
to the chosen ISP’s address block (i.e., the appropriate /20
block in the example above) via NAT-like mechanisms. This
ensures that the replies from the destination will arrive over
the appropriate ISP. We elaborate on this in Section IV-C.AKELLA et al.: ON THE PERFORMANCE BENEFITS OF MULTIHOMING ROUTE CONTROL 7
Accepted Connections: Inbound control over connections
accepted into a site is necessary when the enterprise also hosts
Internet servers accessed from outside. In this case, inbound
control amounts to controlling the ISP link on which a client
is forced to send request and acknowledgment packets to the
Web server. This key challenge here lies in predicting client
arrivals and forcing them to use the appropriate server address.
Techniques based on DNS or deploying multiple versions of
Web pages are commonly used to address this challenge. For
example, the enterprise can use a different version of a base
Web page for each ISP link. The hyperlinks for embedded
objects in the page could be constructed with IP addresses
corresponding to a given ISP. Then, arriving clients would be
given the appropriate base HTML page such that subsequent
requests for the embedded objects arrive via the selected
ISP. On the other hand, the essential function of the DNS-
based technique is to provide the address of the “appropriate”
interface for each arriving client. Our focus in this paper,
however, is on enterprise-initiated connections.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We extend a simple open source Web proxy called
TinyProxy [11] to implement the above multihoming route
control functions. TinyProxy is a transparent, non-caching
forward Web proxy that manages the performance of Web
requests made by clients in a moderately-sized, multihomed
enterprise. Below, we present the details of our implementation
of the three basic multihoming components in TinyProxy. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume that the proxy is deployed
by a multihomed end-network with three ISP links.
A. Performance Monitoring Algorithms
Passive Measurement. The passive measurement module
tracks the performance to destinations of interest by sampling
ISP links using Web requests initiated by clients in the
enterprise. This module uses new requests to sample an ISP’s
performance to a destination if the performance estimate for
that ISP is older than the predeﬁned sampling interval. If the
module has current performance estimates for all links, then
the connection is directed over the best link for the destination.
The module maintains a performance hash table keyed by the
destination. A hash table entry holds the current estimates
of the performance to the destination via the three ISPs,
along with an associated timestamp indicating the last time
performance to the destination via the ISP was measured. This
is necessary for updating the EWMA estimate of performance.
Notice that without some explicit control, the hash table
maintains performance samples to all destinations, including
those rarely accessed. This could cause a high overhead of
measurement. Also connections to less popular destinations
may all used up for obtaining performance samples. While
maintaining explicit TTLs per entry might help ﬂush out
destinations that have not been accessed over a long period
of time, it does not guarantee a manageable measurement
overhead. Also, TTLs require maintaining a separate timer
per entry, which is an additional overhead. In view of this,
we limit performance sampling to connections destined for
the most popular sites, where popularity is measured in terms
of aggregate client request counts, as follows: Hash entries
also hold the number of accesses made to the corresponding
destinations. Upon receiving a connection request for a given
destination, we update the access count for the destination
using an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA).
The EWMA weight is chosen so that the access count for
the destination is reset to ∼1 if it was not accessed for a
long time, say 1 hour. We use a hard threshold and monitor
performance to destinations for which the total number of
requests exceeds the threshold. This can be done by looking
for live entries in the table with the access counts exceeding
the threshold. In a naive hash table implementation for tracking
the frequency counts of the various elements, identifying the
popular destinations may take O(hash table size) time.
Other ways of tracking top destinations such as Iceberg
Queries [12] or Sample-and-hold [13], may not incur such
an overhead. Nevertheless, we stick with our approach for
its simplicity of implementation. Also, as we will show later,
the overhead from looking for the popular hash entries in our
implementation is negligible. Note that this approach does not
necessarily limit the actual number of popular destinations,
for example in the relatively unlikely case that a very large
number of destinations are accessed very often.
Is destination 
popular?
Is there an ISP P such that
T – prev_sample(dest, P)
> Samp_Int?
Set ISP_to_test = P
Initiate connection
to destination with 
SrcIP = IP[ISP_to_test]
Wait for destination to respond
and
obtain performance sample
Initiate connection
to destination with 
SrcIP = DefaultIP
Relay connection
Update destination
hash entry
Incoming connection
at time T
The three ISPs are 0, 1, 2 
with IPs IP[0], IP[1], IP[2] 
announced to them.
ISP_to_test represents
the ISP we want to test
for a given destination
Samp_int is the sampling 
interval
DefaultIP is different from 
the ISP IP addresses
No
Yes
No Yes
Fig. 9. The passive ISP monitoring scheme.
Figure 9 shows the basic operation of the passive monitoring
scheme. When an enterprise client initiates a connection, the
scheme ﬁrst checks if the destination has a correspondingentry
in the performance hash table (i.e., it is labeled popular). If
not, the connection is simply relayed using an ISP link chosen
randomly, in a load-balancing fashion. If there is an entry
for the destination, the passive scheme scans the timestamps
for the three ISPs to see if the elapsed time since the last
measurement on any of the links exceeds the predeﬁned
sampling interval. If so, the current connection is used to
sample the destination along one such ISP link.
In order to obtain a measurement sample on an ISP link, the
scheme initiates a connection to the destination using a source
IP address set such that the response will return via the link
being sampled. Then, it measures the turn-around time for
the connection, deﬁned as the time between the transmission
of the last byte of the client HTTP request, and the receipt
of the ﬁrst byte of the HTTP response from the destination.
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sample to the destination, and the corresponding entry in the
hash table is updated using the EWMA method (Section III-B).
The remainder of the Web request proceeds normally, with the
proxy relaying the data appropriately. If all of the ISP links
have current measurements (i.e., within the sampling interval),
the proxy initiates a connection using the best link for the
destination by setting the source IP address appropriately. We
discuss these details in Section IV-C.
Active Measurement. Similar to passive measurement, the
active measurement scheme also maintains a hash table of
the performance estimates to candidate destinations over the
three ISPs. For active measurement, we use two techniques to
identify which destinations should be monitored.
FrequencyCounts. Again, in this scheme we track the number
of client requests directed to each destination. Every T sec-
onds, we initiate active probes to destinations with at least a
threshold number of requests.
Every Samp_int seconds:
1. Sample 0.03C elements
2. Probe unique destinations
Incoming
connection
Enqueue
destination
Queue size 
> C?
If yes,
Dequeue
Active measurement
thread
Fig. 10. The SlidingWindow monitoring scheme.
SlidingWindow. This scheme maintains a window of size
C that contains the C most recently accessed destinations.
The window is implemented as a ﬁxed size FIFO queue,
in which destinations from newly initiated connections are
inserted. If this causes the number of elements to exceed C,
then the oldest in the window is removed. Every T seconds
(the sampling interval), an active measurement thread scans
the window and chooses m% of the elements at random.
After discarding duplicate destinations from this subset, the
active-measurement scheme measures the performance to the
remaining destinations along the ISPs (see Figure 10).
The two active schemes offer distinct trade-offs. Notice
that both the schemes effectively sample the performance to
destinations that are accessed more often relative to others.
However, there are a few key differences. First, Frequency-
Counts is deterministic since it works with a reasonably pre-
cise set of popular destinations. SlidingWindow, on the other
hand, may either miss a few popular destinations, or sample
a few unpopular destinations. Second, FrequencyCounts in its
simplest form, cannot easily track small, short-term shifts in
the popularity of the destinations. These new, temporarily-
popular destinations may not receive enough requests to ex-
ceed the threshold and force performance sampling for them,
even though they are popular for a short time. SlidingWindow,
on the other hand, can effectively track small shifts in the
underlying popularity distribution of the destinations.
Active Probe operation. Once a destination is selected for
active probing, the active measurement scheme sends three
probes, with different source IP addresses, corresponding to
the three ISPs, and waits for the destination to respond. Since
we found that a large fraction of popular Web sites ﬁlter
ICMP ECHO_REQUEST packets, we employ a TCP-based
probing mechanism. Speciﬁcally, we send a TCP SYN packet
with the ACK bit set to port 80 and wait for an RST packet
from the destination. We use the elapsed time as a sample
of the turn-around time performance. We found that most
sites respond promptly to the SYN+ACK packets. When a
response is received, we update the performance estimates
to the destination for the corresponding ISP, along with the
measurement timestamp. If no response is received from a
destination (which has an entry in the performance hash table),
then a large positive value is used as the current measurement
sample of the performance.
B. Switching ISPs
After updating all ISP entries for a destination in the
performance hash, we switch to a new ISP only if it offers
at least a 10% bettter RTT performance over the current best
ISP for the destination. Since the hash entries are updated at
most once every T seconds (in either the passive or active
measurement schemes), the choice of best ISP per destination
also changes at the same frequency.
C. NAT-based Inbound Route Control
Our inbound control mechanism is based on manipulating
NAT tables at the Web proxy to reﬂect the current choice of
best ISP. We use the iptables packet ﬁltering facility in
the Linux 2.4 kernel to install and update NAT tables at the
proxy. The NAT rules associate destination addresses with the
best ISP link such that the source address on packets directed
to a destination in the table are translated to an address that
is announced to the chosen ISP.
For example, suppose ISP 1 is selected for transfers in-
volving destination 1.2.3.4 and the addresses 10.1.1.1 was
announced over the link to ISP 1. Then we insert a NAT
rule for the destination 1.2.3.4 that: (1) matches packets with
a source IP of defaultIP and destination 1.2.3.4, and (2)
translates the source IP address on such packets to 10.1.1.1.
Notice that if the NAT rule blindly translates the source IP
on all packets destined for 1.2.3.4 to 10.1.1.1, then it will
not be possible to measure the performance to 1.2.3.4 via ISP
2, assuming that a different IP address, e.g., 10.1.1.2, was
announced over the link to ISP 2. This is because the NAT
translates the source address used for probing 1.2.3.4 across
ISP 2 (i.e., 10.1.1.2) to 10.1.1.1, since ISP 1 is considered to
be the best for destination 1.2.3.4. To get around this problem
in our implementation, we simply construct the NAT rule to
only translate packets with a speciﬁc source IP address (in
this case defaultIP). Measurement packets that belong to
probes (active measurement) or client connections (passive
measurement) are sent with the appropriate source address,
corresponding to the ISP being measured.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we describe our experimental evaluation of
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the performance of passive versus active monitoring schemes,
sensitivity to various measurement sampling intervals, and the
overhead of managing performance information for a large set
of target destinations. We focus on understanding the beneﬁts
each scheme offers, including the set of parameters that result
in the maximum advantage.
A. Experimental Set-up
We describe our testbed and discuss how we emulate realis-
tic wide-area delays. Then we discuss key characteristics of the
delay traces we employ in our emulation. Finally, we discuss
the performance metrics for comparing various schemes.
Enterprise
Route 
controller
ISP1 ISP2
ISP3
S1
S2 S100
Destinations accessed
by the enterprise
(a) Multihomed enterprise
S C P D
10.1.1.99
10.1.1.98
10.1.1.1
10.1.1.2
10.1.1.3
24             9ms
.
.
10            13ms
0              10ms
<time>    <delay>
delay−<10.1.1.1, 10.1.3.2>
10.1.1.100
10.1.3.3
10.1.3.2
10.1.3.1
Client 100
Client 99
Client 98
Client 3
Client 2
Client 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(b) Testbed topology
Fig. 11. The simple test-bed, shown in (b), is used to emulate the route
control scenario shown in (a).
We use the simple testbed topology of Figure 11(b).
Our goal is to emulate a moderately-sized enterprise with
three ISP connections and a client population of about 100
(shown in Figure 11(a)). Node S in the topology runs a
simple lightweight Web server and has one network interface
conﬁgured with 100 different IP aliases—10.1.1.1 through
10.1.1.100.Each alias represents an instance of a Web server—
10.1.1.1 is the most popular and 10.1.1.100 the least popular.
C runs 100 instances of clients which make requests to the
Web sites 10.1.1.1 through 10.1.1.100. The inter-arrival times
between requests from a single client are Poisson-distributed
with a mean of λ seconds. Notice that this mean inter-arrival
rate translates into an average request rate of 100
λ requests per
second at the S. Each client request is for the ith destination
where i is sampled from the set {10.1.1.1, ..., 10.1.1.100}
according to a Zipf distribution with an exponent ≈ 2. In our
evaluation, we set the parameters of the monitoring schemes
(passive and active) so that the average rank of the destinations
probed is 20, meaning that we explicitly track the top 40
most popular sites during each experiment. The object sizes
requested by the client are drawn from a Pareto distribution
with an exponent of 2 and a mean size of 5KB.
Node P in the topology runs the Web proxy (TinyProxy). It
is conﬁgured with one “internal” interface on which the proxy
listens for connections from clients within the emulated enter-
prise. It has another interface with three IP aliases, 10.1.3.1,
10.1.3.2 and 10.1.3.3, each representing addresses announced
over the three ISP links. Node D is a delay element, running
WaspNet [14], a loadable kernel module providing emulation
of wide-area network characteristics on the Linux platform.
We modify WaspNet to enforce packet delays (along with
drops, and bandwidth limits) on a per-<source IP, destination
IP> pair basis. We also modify it to support trace-based
network delay emulation as illustrated in Figure 11(b).
To recreate realistic network delays between the clients and
the servers in the testbed, we collect a set of wide area delay
measurements using the Akamai content distribution network.
We pick three Akamai server machines in Chicago, attached
to unique ISPs. We run pings at regular intervals of 10s from
these nodes to 100 other Akamai servers located in various
US cities and attached to a variety of ISPs. The measurements
were taken over a one-day period on Dec 7th, 2003. The three
Akamai machines in Chicago collectively act as a stand-in for
a multihomed network with three ISP links. The 100 Akamai
servers probed represent destinations contacted by end-nodes
in the multihomed network. We use the colected delay samples
as inputs to the WaspNet module to emulate wide-area delays.
Compressing time. It is quite time-consuming to emulate the
entire day’s worth of delays, multiple times over, to test and
tune the parameters in each scheme. One work-around could
be to choose a smaller portion of the delay traces (e.g., 2
hours). However,a quick analysis of the delay traces we collect
shows that there is not much variation in the delays along
the probed paths on a 2-hour timescale. Since our goal is to
understand how effective each scheme is over a wide range
of operating conditions, it is important to test how well the
schemes handle frequent changes in the performance of the
underlying network paths. With this in mind, we compress
the 24-hour delay traces by a factor of 10, to 2-hour delay
traces and use these as the actual inputs to the WaspNet delay
module. In these 2-hour traces, performance changes in the
underlying paths occur roughly 10 times more often when
compared to the full 24-hour trace. The characteristics of the
2-hour delay traces collected from the nodes in Chicago are
shown in Table I, column 2.
To ensure that the delays measured from Chicago were
not signiﬁcantly different from other major cities, we collect
similar traces from sources located in New York and Los
Angeles. These traces were collected on March 20th, 2004.
The statistics for these latter traces are shown in columns
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based traces we use in our experiments have roughly the same
characteristics as those collected at the other metros. We also
conducted s subset of the evaluations on the New York and
Los Angelestraces. We note that the results obtained from the
latter traces (not presented in this paper) were qualitatively
similar to those obtained from Chicago traces.
Chicago NYC LA
Mean time between 79s 101s 105s
performance changes
Standard deviation of 337s 487s 423s
time between changes
Mean extent of ±33% ±28% ±34%
performance change
Standard deviation of ±26% ±22% ±27%
extent of change
Mean time between 298s 261s 245s
performance changes of 30%
TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DELAY TRACES.
Comparison Metric. We compare the response time of trans-
fers when using a particular scheme (i.e., Resp(x,scheme), for
a transfer x), with the response time when the best of the three
ISPs is employed for each transfer (mini{Resp(x,ISPi)}) to
compute the following “performance metric” for the scheme:
Rscheme =
1
||x||
X
x
Resp(x,scheme)
mini{Resp(x,ISPi)}
||x|| is the total number of transfers. The closer R is to 1, the
better the performance of the scheme. We compute response
times for a transfer from using the best ISP (terms in the
denominator above) in an ofﬂine manner: we simply force
the transfer to use the three ISPs in turn, and select the ISP
offering the best response time.
B. Experimental Results
Our experiments are conducted on Emulab [15] using
600MHz Pentium III machines running Red Hat 7.3.
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Fig. 12. Response time, per KB of the request, as a function of the client
arrival rate at the server in our testbed.
Selecting the Client Workloads. In Figure 12 we show the
average response time per KB of client requests (i.e., the
completion time for a request divided by the size of the request
in KB), as a function of the average arrival rate of clients at
the server S (i.e., 100
λ requests/s). The response time quickly
degrades beyond an arrival rate of about 15 requests/s beyond
which it increases only marginally with the request rate. We
select ﬁve different points on this load curve (highlighted),
corresponding to arrival rates of 1.7, 3.3, 10, 13.3 and 20
requests/s , and evaluate the proposed schemes under these
workloads. These workloads represent various stress levels on
the server S, while also ensuring that it is not overloaded.
The high variability in response times in overload regimes
might impact the conﬁdence or accuracy of our comparison
of the proposed schemes. Next, we present results from our
experimental evaluation of the route control schemes.
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Fig. 13. R for the passive scheme with EWMA parameter α = 0 and
sampling interval of 30s.
Improvements from Route Control. The aggregate per-
formance improvement from the passive measurement-based
schemes is shown in Figure 13. Here, we set the EWMA
parameter α = 0 so that only the current measurement samples
are used to estimate ISP performance, and select a sampling
interval of 30s. The ﬁgure plots the performance for the ﬁve
client workloads. In addition, we show the performance from
using the three ISPs individually. The performance improve-
ment relative to the best individual ISP is signiﬁcant—about
20-25% for the heavy workloads (right end of the graph) and
about 10-15% for the light workloads (left end of the graph).
The performance is still about 15-20% away from the optimal
value of 1. The results for other sampling intervals (60s, 120s,
300s and 450s) are similar, and are omitted for brevity.
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Fig. 14. Response times from using the passive scheme relative to using just
ISP 3. The client arrival rate is 13.3 requests/s.
Figure 14 illustrates the distribution of the absolute re-
sponse time improvements offered by the passive measurement
scheme (for α = 0 and sampling interval = 30s) relative to
being singly-homed to the best ISP from Figure 13, i.e., ISP
3. The passive measurement scheme improves the response
time performance for over 65% of the transfers. Notice that
the scheme can improve the response time by more than 1s
for some transfers. Notice also that the passive measurement-
based scheme ends up offering sub-optimal performance for
about 35% of the transfers.
Employing History to Estimate Performance. Figure 15
plots the performance of the passive measurement scheme
for different values of α. These correspond to assigning 80%,AKELLA et al.: ON THE PERFORMANCE BENEFITS OF MULTIHOMING ROUTE CONTROL 11
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Fig. 15. Impact of history (passive strategy interval = 30s).
50% and 20% weight to the current measurement sample and
the remaining weight to the past samples. Although we only
show results for a sampling interval of 30s, the performance
from other interval sizes are similar. The ﬁgure also plots
the performance when no history is employed (α = 0) and
the performance from using ISP 3 alone. Notice that the
performance from employing history is uniformly inferior
in all situations, relative to employing no history. In fact,
historical samples only serve to bring performance close to
that from using the single best ISP. These results show that the
best way to estimate ISP performance is to just use the current
performance sample as an estimate of near-term performance.
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Fig. 16. Active vs passive schemes (interval = 120s).
Active vs Passive Measurement. Figure 16 compares the
performance from the two active techniques (i.e., Sliding-
Window and FrequencyCounts) with the passive measurement
approach. Since our earlier results showed that history does not
help in improving performance, henceforth we present results
in which no history is employed. We compare the performance
of the three measurement schemes for a common sampling
interval of 120s across the ﬁve client workloads. Note that
the two active measurement schemes offer comparable perfor-
mance. Unfortunately, the workloads we selected do not bring
out other underlying trade-offs of these schemes (A detailed
comparison of these active measurement schemes is future
work). Figure 16 also shows that the active measurement-based
schemes offer slightly better performance than the passive
measurement scheme: about 8–10% for the light workloads
and 2–3% for the heavier workloads. This occurs because the
passive scheme uses existing transfers to obtain samples across
potentially sub-optimal ISP links.
Frequency of Monitoring. Figure 17 shows the impact of
measurement frequency on the performance for the passive
scheme (Figure 17(a)) and the FrequencyCounts active mea-
surement scheme (Figure 17(b)). Each ﬁgure plots the results
for the ﬁve client workloads. From Figure 17(a) we notice
that longer sampling intervals surprisingly offer slightly better
performance for passive measurement. To understand this
better, consider the curve for the 10 requests/s workload.
This arrival rate implies that an average of 10T connections
are made by the clients every T seconds, where T is the
sampling interval. In order to obtain samples for a fraction
f of the 100 destinations over the three ISPs, the passive
measurement scheme will have to force 300f connections
across the ISP links. This leaves a fraction 1 −
30f
T which
are not employed for measurement, and could be routed along
the optimal ISP, assuming that the passive measurement yields
reasonably accurate estimate of performance (About a third of
the connections employed for measurement can be expected
to be routed along their optimal ISPs). As T increases, the
fraction of connections routed over the optimal path also
increases, resulting in a marginal improvementin performance.
This explains the downward slopes in Figure 17(a). At the
same time, infrequent sampling (i.e., large values of T) can
have a negative impact on the overall performance. This is not
immediately clear from Figure 17(a). However, Figure 17(b),
which plots the performance from FrequencyCounts as a
function of the sampling interval, sheds more light. A sampling
interval of 450s suffers a 5-8% performance penalty relative
to a smaller interval such as 60s. Notice that in the case of
FrequencyCounts too, aggressive sampling (e.g, an interval
of 30s) could slightly impact overall performance on some
occasions due to the increased software overheads at the proxy.
Overhead. Both passive and active measurement are about
10-20% away from the optimal performance. Three key fac-
tors contribute to this gap: (1) the accuracy of measurement
techniques, and correspondingly, the accuracy of ISP choices,
(2) overhead of measurement, and (3) software overhead,
speciﬁcally, the overhead of making frequent updates to the
NAT table and employing NAT rules on a signiﬁcant fraction
of packets. To quantify the overhead in our implementation
due to these factors, we compare the performance derived
from the choices made by the route control proxy, with the
performance when the best ISP choices are made in an ofﬂine
manner for each connection. Recall that in order to compute
the performance metric R, we evaluated the response time of
each ISP for every transfer ofﬂine so that the best ISP link for
each connection was known, independent of the route control
mechanisms. By combining these ofﬂine values with the
decisions made by the proxy, we can estimate the performance
penalty due to incorrect choices, independent of the software
overheads (i.e., #2 and #3 above). The difference between the
resulting performance metric and 1 gives us the performance
penalty, excluding overheads of the implementation.
Passive FreqCount SlidingWin
Total
penalty 18% 14% 17%
Penalty from
inaccurate estimation 16% 12% 14%
Penalty from
measurement and NAT 2% 2% 3%
TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE OVERHEADS.
The penalties from the above analysis for the three proposed
schemes are shown in Table II, row 2. The client arrival rate12 IEEE/ACM TRANSACTIONS ON NETWORKING, APRIL 2008
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Fig. 17. The impact of sampling interval size.
is 13.3 requests/s and the sampling rate is 30s. In this table,
the numbers in row 1 show the actual performance penalties
suffered by the schemes in our implementation, taking all
overheads into account (from Figure 17(a) and (b)). Notice
that a large portion of the overall penalty is contributed by the
inaccuracies in measurement and ISP selection (rows 1 and
2 are almost identical). Measurement and software overheads
themselves result in a performance penalty of 2-3% (difference
between rows 1 and 2, shown in row 3).
VI. ADDITIONAL OPERATIONAL ISSUES
The key ﬁndings from our study of the beneﬁts of multi-
homing and of practical route control strategies are as follows:
Potential improvements: Multihoming to 2-3 ISPs could
improve RTTs by 25% and throughputs by 20%, on average.
Choice of ISPs: The improvement in performance from
employing more than 3 ISPs is marginal. A good heuristic
to select ISPs is to simple to pick the top 3 individual ISPs.
Beneﬁts in practice: The route control schemes we describe
can signiﬁcantly improve the performance of client transfers
at a multihomed site, by up to 25% in our experiments.
Employing history: Using historical samples to monitor ISP
performance could prove detrimental. Also, the current sample
is a good estimator of near-term ISP performance.
Active vs passive: Both passive and active measurement-based
schemes offer competitive performance,with the latter offering
better performance for lighter client workloads.
Sampling interval: The overhead due to aggressive perfor-
mance sampling may slightly reduce the overall beneﬁt of
route control schemes. Sampling on minutes’ timescale (e.g.,
60s) seems to offer very good performance overall.
Low overhead: The overhead from measurements and updates
to the NAT table are low. Most of the performance penalty
arises from inaccuracies in measurement and estimation.
A. Route Control Deployment Issues
The above mechanisms are a ﬁrst attempt at understanding
how to extract good performance from multiple ISP connec-
tions in practice. There are a number of ways in which they
can be improved. Also, we do not address several important
issues, such as ISP costs and the interplay of performance and
reliability optimization. We discuss these issues next.
Hybrid passive and active measurements. The accuracy
of passive measurement can be improved by sending active
probes immediately after a failed passive probe, for example
when a connection ends unexpectedly. This increases conﬁ-
dence that the failed connection is due to a problem with
the ISP link, as opposed to a transient effect. Also, in our
implementation, paths to less popular destinations are not ex-
plicitly monitored. As a result, we may have to rely on passive
observations of transfers to unpopular destination to ensure
quick fail-over. For example, whenever the proxy observes
several failures on connections to an unpopular destination, it
can immediately switch the destination’s default ISP to one of
the remaining two ISPs for future transfers.
Balancing performance and resilience. A key function of
most route control products is to respond quickly to ISP
failures. One of our ﬁndings is that even a relatively long
sampling interval offers good performance beneﬁts. But, a
long interval can also slow the end-network’s reaction to
path failures, however. This can be addressed by sampling
each destination with a sufﬁciently high frequency, while still
keeping the probing overhead low. For example, a sampling
interval of 60s with active measurement works well in such
cases, providing reasonably low overhead, good performance
(Figure 17(b)), and a failover time of about one minute.
ISP pricing structures. In our study, we ignore issues relating
to the the cost of the ISP links. Different ISP connections
may have very different pricing policies. One may charge a
ﬂat rate up to some committed rate, while another may use
purely usage-based pricing or charge differently depending
on whether the destination is “on-net” or “off-net”. A more
formal and thorough discussion of techniques for optimizing
ISP usage costs as well as performance may be found in [16].
While we do not explicitly consider how to optimize overall
bandwidth costs, we believe that our evaluation of active and
passive monitoring, and the utility of history, are central to
general schemes that optimize for both cost and performance
About externally-initiated connections. Our implementa-
tion primarily considered handling connections initiated from
within the enterprise, as these are common for current en-
terprise applications (e.g., to contact content ISPs). A route
control product must also handle connections from outside
clients, however, to enable optimized access to servers hosted
in the enterprise network. As mentioned in Section III-C,
a common mechanism to achieve inbound control in such
situations is to employ DNS. However, preliminary measure-
ments regarding the usefulness DNS for externally-initiated
connections (presented in [17]) show that a large fraction of
end-clients do not obey TTLs on DNS records. This impacts
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in [17] also discuss mechanisms to improve the responsiveness
of end-clients to DNS-based mechanisms.
Impact on routing table sizes. Announcing small, non-
aggregateable address sub-blocks to different upstream ISPs
(Section III-C) could affect the size of routing tables in the
core of the network. This problem can be overcome, however,
if multihomed end-networks obtain provider-assigned address:
instead of buying a single individual IP address block, an end-
network simply acquires equal-sized independent IP address
blocks from each of its ISPs. These address blocks could then
be further aggregated by the ISPs.
Global effects of route control. Another important issue is the
potential impact of the interactions between many enterprises
deploying route control mechanisms. This will likely have an
effect not only on the marginal beneﬁts of the route control
solutions themselves, but also on the network as a whole.
A recent simulation-based study of this problem by Qiu et
al. in [16] has shown that the the impact of multiple end-
networks employing route control on any single multihoming
user is very minimal, at the equilibrium of the interactions.
Similarly, the impact, at equilibrium, on singly-homed users
is also negligible. While these are positive observations, the
issues of whether end-networks can reach an equilibrium, and,
how stable the equilibrium is, still remain open.
VII. RELATED WORK
In this paper, we study mechanisms for improving Internet
performance of enterprise networks via route control. Several
research studies and products have considered other beneﬁts
of multihoming route control. In a study closely related to
ours, the authors conduct trace-driven experiments to evaluate
several design options using a commercial multihoming de-
vice [6], [18]. The evaluation focuses on the ability of several
algorithms to balance load over multiple broadband-class links
to provide service similar to a single higher-bandwidth link.
The authors ﬁnd that the effectiveness of hash-based link selec-
tion (i.e., hashing on packet header ﬁelds) in balancing load is
comparable to load-based selection. Andersen et al. similarly
consider various mechanisms for improving the reliability of
Web access for DSL clients in [19].
A number of vendors have recently developed dedicated
networking appliances [5], [7], [20] or software stacks [21],
[22] for optimizing the use of multihomed connectivity in
enterprises settings where BGP is not used. Most of these
products use techniques similar to those we evaluate in our
study, though their focus is geared more toward balancing
load and managing bandwidth costs across multiple ISP links,
rather than optimizing performance. All of these use NAT-
based control of inbound trafﬁc and DNS to inﬂuence links
used by external client-initiated connections. They also ensure,
by tracking sessions or using policy-based routing, that the
same ISP link is used in both directions.
Another class of products and services are targeted at
settings where BGP is employed, for example, large data
centers or campuses [3], [23]. These products mainly focus
on outbound control of routes and, as such, are more suited
for content providers which primarily source data. Details of
the algorithms used by any of the above commercial products
to monitor link performance or availability are generally
proprietary, and little information is available on speciﬁc
mechanisms or parameter settings. Here, we review the general
approaches taken in enterprise route control products.
Most commercial products employ both ICMP ping and
TCP active probes to continuously monitor the health of up-
stream links, enabling rapid response to failure. In some cases,
hybrid passive and active monitoring is used to track link
performance. For example, when a connection to a previously
unseen destination is initiated from an enterprise client, active
probes across the candidate links sample performance to the
destination. Connections to known destinations, on the other
hand, are monitored passively to update performance samples.
Another approach is to use active probing for monitoring link
availability, and passive monitoring for performance sampling.
Some products also allow static rules to dictate which link to
use to reach known destinations networks.
Finally, some products and research efforts [19] suggest
using “race”-based performance measurements. In these cases,
SYN packets sent by enterprise clients to initiate connections
are replicated by the route control device on all upstream
ISPs (using source NAT). The link on which the correspond-
ing SYN-ACK arrives from the server ﬁrst is used for the
remainder of the connection. The route control device sends
RST packets along the slower paths so that the server can
terminate the in-progress connection establishment state. The
choice of best link is cached for some time so that subsequent
connections that arrive within a short time period need not
trigger a new race unless a link failure is detected.
A ﬁnal note about the beneﬁts of multihoming route control
is due here. Our study of multihoming shows that by increas-
ing the ﬂexibility in the choice of routes at end-networks,
their Internet performance can be substantially improved. A
natural follow-up question is whether the performance of end-
networks can be further improved by enabling even greater
router ﬂexibility, e.g., by employing Overlay Routing [24].
In [25], Akella et al. compare overlay routing against multi-
homing and show that route control can indeed offer roughly
the same performance as overlay-based approaches.
VIII. SUMMARY
Our goal was to quantify the performance improvements
from route control and evaluate practical mechanisms and poli-
cies for realizing the performance beneﬁts in practice. We used
measurements on the Akamai’s server network to show that
multihoming to 2 or 3 ISPs can signiﬁcantly improve Internet
download performance. We discussed how to choose ISPs for
multihoming. Further, we evaluated the Web performance of
a real Linux-based enterprise route control implementation.
We employed an emulated wide-area network testbed and
experimentally evaluated several design alternatives. Our eval-
uation shows that both active and passive measurement-based
route control schemes offer signiﬁcant performance beneﬁts in
practice, between 15% and 25%, when compared with using
the single best-performingISP. Our experiments also show that
the most current measurement sample gives a good estimate14 IEEE/ACM TRANSACTIONS ON NETWORKING, APRIL 2008
of ISP performance. We also showed that the performance
penalty from collecting and managing performance data across
various destinations is negligible.
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